The world is evolving from physical to digital documents. Are you putting your business at risk by storing documents in outmoded paper, microfilm, aperture cards, or microfiche formats? Having electronic access to these documents, or migrating from legacy Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems, is essential for business growth and efficient operations. But to do so, you must scan, ingest, categorize, streamline, and retrieve documents, and/or convert data from outdated (legacy) systems into new software.

IDT takes this process to the next level by offering carefully customized, end-to-end ECM solutions as well as expert Legacy Software Conversion and Migration services. If your company struggles with tedious manual tasks, associated costs, storage requirements, or is looking to move to the next generation of ECM systems—Cloud or On-Premise—the IDT Conversion Services Team can help!

What can IDT do for you?

IDT’s Conversion Services Team offers innovative, life-cycle driven Enterprise Content Management as well as conversion and migration services from legacy systems. Our comprehensive services include:

**Document Management Services**

» Document Preparation, Scanning and Capture
» Database and Web Services Integration
» Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
» Bar Coding
» Document Storage, Retrieval and Enhancement
» On-shore or Off-shore Image Indexing and Data Entry
» Cloud Document Storage
» Document Destruction Services

**Legacy Conversion Services**

(Software and Hardware)

» Comprehensive Legacy Data and Document Evaluation, Project Assessment and Data Mapping
» Expert Legacy Data Conversion, Migration to a New System and end-to-end Certified Professional Program and Project Management
» The IDT Conversion Team can convert and migrate from a variety of Legacy ECM Systems including: Oracle Software, OpenText, IMR Alchemy, Stellent, Inc., EMC Documentum, IBM FileNET, Minolta and more.
IDT Solutions for all Conversion Needs

Feeling trapped in Legacy software and products? Let IDT’s expert team evaluate and migrate your data to a new system, OR convert your Microfiche, Microfilm, and Aperture Cards to digital images.

Need mission critical documents converted to digital form? IDT can help—whether it’s a full service Cloud or On-Premise option with OCR, bar-coding, advanced capture technologies that include all hardware, software, and staffing, OR just an extra set of hands utilizing your existing system.

Current workflow disrupting your growth as a business? A conversion solution crafted by IDT will eliminate outdated document processes and transform your business from industry participant to a 21st Century industry leader.

All services are available as an outsourced process where all work is done at IDT’s Conversion Services facility, or as an in-sourced process where IDT’s Team comes to you.

The business world is changing, and IDT stands ready to help you through the process. IDT has partnered with mid-sized to Fortune 500 companies to create unparalleled, customized Conversion solutions for increased efficiency and greater success.

Contact us today at (866) 853-0833 or sales@idt-inc.com for a free system analysis, valued at $1,600.00.

With decades of experience, our Conversion Services Team partners with a range of industry leading hardware and software companies, including:

SOFTWARE ::

FileBound by upland  OnBase by Hyland  ShareBase by Hyland  CAPSYS CAPTURE™

HARDWARE ::

Canon  Kodak alaris  EPSON  FUJITSU

CONNECT WITH IDT:

LEARN MORE: WWW.ECMCONVERSIONSERVICES.COM  »  (866) 853-0833